
Marto� Chipp� Men�
16a Stokesley Rd, Marton-in-Cleveland, Middlesbrough, United Kingdom

(+44)1642321960,(+44)1642312111 - http://www.facebook.com/marton.chippy/

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Marton Chippy from Middlesbrough. Currently, there are
16 courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What Barry Reid likes about Marton Chippy:
amazing eating, amazing service, amazing place! my friends and I have a table booked to celebrate birthdays.
the personal was pleased that I was sinking a cake and candles, earlier on the day, for after the meal and were

so inviting when we arrived to take a place. can not recommend marton bistro enough read more. The restaurant
is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What Sasha Wilkinson

doesn't like about Marton Chippy:
I'm sorry, but I got a fish and it was burnt really greasy and manky. Plus, they wrapped it straight in the paper with
no grease proof paper and it just stuck to it. And the grease seeped through. Absolutely rank. Never again read
more. Marton Chippy from Middlesbrough is a good place for a bar to a cocktail after work and be able to sit

with friends or alone, The menus are usually prepared for you in a short time and fresh.
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Salad�
SALAD

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN PARMESAN

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA

Beilage� & �tra�
POTATO CHIPS

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

FISH

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

FISH

COD

SOUP

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
BROCCOLI

PARMESAN

CHEESE

MEAT

CHICKEN

HADDOCK
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-21:00
Tuesday 11:00-21:00
Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:30
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